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The Best Scalp Scrubs to Eliminate Product Buildup 

Do you need a scalp scrub? They may help reduce buildup from products like dry shampoo, 
eliminate dandruff flakes, and improve the overall health and appearance of your strands. Here, 

dermatologists recommend their top picks. 
 

 
 

The best scalp scrubs, according to dermatologists 
Dry shampoo is more popular than ever, and for good reason—it helps hair look fresher, longer. 
The one downside? More product on strands combined with less-frequent shampooing can lead 
to major buildup on both your hair and scalp. While a good clarifying shampoo can deep-
clean strands, scalp scrubs are also beneficial to help keep your scalp healthy while you spritz 
on the dry shampoo. 
 
"Scalp scrubs are popular because people are using a lot of dry shampoo and not washing their 
hair frequently," says Jeanine Downie, MD, a dermatologist based in New York City. "Product 
builds up, and all the sudden you need something more exfoliating to make your scalp clean 
again." 
 
Not a dry shampoo user? These scrubs are also useful for combating various scalp-related 
issues, says Debra Jaliman, MD, a New York City-based dermatologist. "Someone who has a 
peeling scalp, is dandruff-prone, or has seborrheic dermatitis would want to use scalp scrubs to 
help balance their skin's pH," she explains. 
 
Scalp scrubs may also benefit the overall appearance of your hair. "The 'glow' we talk about 
when hair is healthy refers to the even spread of the skin's natural oil (called sebum) along the 
hair shaft," says Ted Lain, MD, a dermatologist in Texas. Scalp scrubs remove buildup 
and dead skin from the roots, which in turn helps distribute oils on the scalp more evenly. 
We asked dermatologists to recommend the best scalp scrubs on the market. Here, their top 
picks for a healthier scalp and lustrous strands. 
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Christophe Robin Cleansing Purifying Scrub With Sea Salt 
To buy: $53; amazon.com 
"This scrub is ideal for removing product or oily build-up. As you lather, the salt gradually 
dissolves and rinses out cleanly, leaving a clean scalp." 
—William Kwan, MD, a San Francisco-based dermatologist 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Kiehl’s Deep Micro-Exfoliating Scalp Treatment 
To buy: $20; bloomingdales.com 
"This product contains apricot and argan exfoliators, which work work well for dandruff control. 
Argan is naturally anti-inflammatory and helps treat the causes of dandruff, such as dry skin." 
—Dr. Kwan 
 

 
http://www.health.com/skin-conditions/best-scalp-scrubs#kiehls-scalp-scrub  

 
	


